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BULLETIN #80/21
DATE:

May 19, 2021

TO:

All Franchisees and Corporate Managers

FROM:

Cheryl Palamar

RE:

Delivery Strategies Update

Hello Everyone,

An excellent strategy around take-out and delivery platforms is important to our brand, especially now, when
these channels are some of the only ones available to us.
Please find attached a 1-page infographic to help guide you, and your teams to a successful take-out and
delivery strategy. This quick guide will help you pinpoint where to start, what is free for you to use, and where
a minimal spend might help. Also attached is a reminder on best practices that we sent out near the end of last
year that is a good refresher.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to any of us at the office, we would be happy to
help.
Yours truly,
SMITTY’S CANADA INC.

Cheryl Palamar
Cheryl Palamar
Director of Marketing

TAKE-OUT &
DELIVERY
STRATEGIES

A Quick Guide to Building Growing
Sales Channels

An excellent strategy around take-out
and delivery platforms is important to
our brand.
We need to meet our current and
newest guests where they are - and they
are online. "63% of people 18 to 29
years old have used a multi-restaurant
delivery website or app service in the
past 90 days, followed by 51% for those
30 to 44 years old, 29% for those 45 to
60, and just 14% for those 60 and
over."*

Not only that, we project 10-15% of your
overall business will stay on these take-out
and delivery channels post-pandemic.
It makes good sense to get the basics right,
and augment where you can.
This quick guide will help you pinpoint
where to start, what is free for you to use,
and where a minimal spend might help.
If you have ANY questions, please reach
out!
*https://www.zionandzion.com/research/food-delivery-apps-usage-and-demographics-winners-losersand-laggards/

THREE FREE BASIC STEPS
GET YOUR SCORE UP

MAKE IT EASY

SAY THANKS

A high score on delivery
platforms (over 9) is the
best way to be on the
first page when a guest
opens their app.
Use our 3 weekly tips to
improve your score, or
use the guide in bulletin
#103 from 2020
PRO TIP: Hot, fresh, and
fast food will get those
scores up!

Do you always provide
links to your delivery
pages, or online ordering
platform? Are your hours
and phone number
correct everywhere?
Make it VERY easy for
your guests to find you.
PRO TIP: Include links in
your social media profiles
too!

A little kindness goes a
long way! Fun messages
on your order bags, and
bounce-backs with future
discounts to encourage a
re-order or to join us in
the dining room are a
great way to build
loyalty. PRO TIP: The
marketing library is full of
great files that you can
print in-house!

SMALL BUDGET BOOSTS FOR BIG RESULTS
BRANDE
D CASE S
TUDY:
EAST HIL
LS CALGA
RY
Executed on boosting
posts on Facebook
regularly for a
$25/week/post spend
resulted in a 10-30%
increase in reach.

EH saw a 40%
residual re-order rate
after their Free
Delivery & Top Tile
placement spend.

BOOST POST
Devoting as little as $25/ week to a
boosted Facebook post can increase your
reach. PRO TIP: Give every post a call to
action and don't forget to add links!

TURN ON FREE DELIVERY
Offering Free Delivery on the delivery
platforms helps to put your restaurant on
page 1, and targets both repeat orders, and
new customers. This spend has you cover a
set fee per order placed during the
promotion. 2 weeks of free delivery is a
minimum timeframe to see results.

TOP TILE PLACEMENT
WHAT ABOUT BUNDLES?
Bundles can be a tactic to drive sales, however, the extra effort
these take can sometimes not flow through to your bottom
line. Instead, consider adding value like drinks, toppings,
appetizers or desserts for an incremental price.
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Depending on your market’s availability and
your score (must be over 7.9), Top Tile gets
you to page 1. Top Tile targets new guests,
so if your location is executing delivery at a
high level these new guests then become
repeat guests, which over time increases
your weekly revenue This is a minimum 4
week commitment and can cost $195-$500/
week.
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BULLETIN #103/20
DATE:

December 10, 2020

TO:

All Franchisees and Corporate Managers

FROM:

Jason Kaytor

RE:

Take-Out and Delivery Best Practices

Hello Everyone,
Your Skip Score on the Skip the Dishes platform plays a major role in your weekly ordering volume
through this platform. A score of less than 9.0 can result in guest dissatisfaction and weekly sales losses
of 25%-35% compared to a score of over 9.0.
If you open the Skip App on your phone or tablet right now and search competitors in your immediate
area, you will quickly realize that any restaurant with a score of less than 9.0 does not even show up on
the first 3-5 pages when searching for a restaurant. If your location has a score of less than 9.0, unless a
guest types Smitty’s into the search bar, it is difficult to even know that you are online and ready to
prepare an order.
Skip the Dishes is the only delivery platform so far that has such a robust guest feedback and restaurant
performance rating system. All the criteria that is measured on this platform can also create poor
experiences for guests on the other platforms, so it is a great report card for your operation to ensure we
are not disappointing any delivery or take-out guest for the same reasons.
What Is The Criteria That Impacts Your Skip Score Daily?
Order Confirmation- This is the time in seconds that it takes your location to “confirm” and accept an
order. Your goal should be less than 30 seconds, but how do you get there?





Train all staff to accept the order prior to ringing it in.
If you only have a single tablet have it positioned in such a way that your kitchen can access it to
accept the order and get it started and a server can access it to ring in the order.
Ensure you have the alarm turned on and your volume of your Skip tablet volume turned up high.

Courier Delay- This is the average amount of time that your couriers must wait to pick up an order
compared to the time you confirmed. This starts to count 2 minutes after the initial confirmed time so do
not worry if an order happens to change the time after you confirmed it or if the driver arrives early. This
time is based on your original confirmed time + 2 minutes after the courier arrives.


Make sure that your designated delivery pick-up area is clearly marked for all delivery drivers, if
they arrive to your location but cannot find the entrance that time starts ticking while they are
looking for the entrance







Get feedback from the drivers. Sometimes your google map or apple map pin for your location
isn’t accurate which results in the drivers arriving a couple of doors away from your location.
When they arrive to the pin drop on their app the time will start counting so make sure it is
accurate.
Manage your prep time for each revenue period. Going into a busy Saturday brunch time period
may mean that it is going to take you an extra 3-5 minutes to prepare delivery orders, make sure
you adjust your prep time on the tablet to accurately reflect this.
When a server rings in the order they should memo the Skip order number and the time that the
courier arrives i.e.) Skip 44692 - 11:15.

Guest Feedback- This is based on the ratio of total number of completed orders compared to the total
number of positive complaints vs the total number of negative complaints. Not unlike Google review,
Yelp, etc. scores, this category is the most subjective and often plays the largest role in your daily and
weekly skip score.











The number 1 guest complaint on the Skip platform for all Restaurants is “missing items”. The
most usual culprits are a) missing cold items like beverages or dipping sauces b) missing sides for
entrees (this is where programming too many modifier options etc. can cause operational issues).
When ringing in the order, confirming the bill total on your POS to the order total on Skip will
highlight if you have missed ringing an item in.
Labelling your bags for each delivery as Skip 44692 bag 1 of 2 and bag 2 of 2 etc. will help ensure
that the person handing the order to the driver is both handing them the correct order (make sure
you ask them to confirm the order number) but also that you are handing them the complete order.
Staple the printed Posi bill to the outside of the bag and use it as a checklist to make sure the entire
order is complete before closing and sealing the bag.
Place settings is an optional item on the delivery platforms. Guest must specify how many cutlery
setting they require and many guests forget to add these to their order. Always include as many
cutlery settings as there are entrees on the order.
Once an order is complete, sign the order slip and seal the bag either with a sticker or staple it
closed.
Making sure that you are using the specified take-out containers. Black bottoms and clear lids
improve the presentation and perceived value as well they are designed to vent the steam from the
packaged food helping to maintain the food quality for delivery.

Rejected Orders- An order can be rejected either by the guest or the restaurant, both instances have a
major impact on your skip score for a full 28-day cycle, so you want to avoid this whenever possible.






The number 1 cause of a guest rejected order is buyer’s remorse, a guest only has a few minutes
after placing their order to change their mind and cancel it. Making sure that your menu pricing is
accurate, your offering is not overwhelming, and your menu is competitive with your immediate
delivery circle helps prevent buyer’s remorse.
The number 1 cause of a restaurant rejected order is loss of internet connectivity or the app
crashing on the tablet. If you are having problems with this in your location, make it a top priority
to troubleshoot your internet with your provider and keep your tablet and delivery app updated.
As your tablets get old and/or the app has an update that is not compatible with your current
device, it is necessary to replace it with a newer device. To date, most of the delivery platforms
have said they are more stable on Android devices vs. Apple devices.



If you accept an order and as you are ringing it in realize an item is 86’d, do not reject the order
but contact the guest and offer solutions or substitute items instead

Set Up Your Take-Out Station For Success

Making sure that the majority of what you will need for packaging, sides, labelling etc. are as close to
your window as possible is the best way to ensure that things are not forgotten. The list of items should
include but is not be limited to:












Take-out bounce back coupons (Smitty’s 10%, Smitty’s 15% or Smitty’s 20%)
Stapler or stickers for sealing the bag
Salt and pepper
Cutlery packages
Napkins
Peanut butter and jam packages
Ketchup packages
Syrup ramekins
All bags
Drink trays
A black Sharpie

Also stage Cold Items in a separate bag close to the hot items once they are packed and ready to be
handed to the delivery driver. Again, marking these bags with the order number and bag 1 of 2 and 2 of 2
will help make sure everything is included.

Delivery Program Tips and Tricks













Including a complimentary treat in the bag with a personalized thank you note will help you gain
more positive online feedback.
If you are a new location to delivery or trying to rebuild your online reputation for delivery,
having your staff that live in the area order Skip the dishes from your location and leave a positive
review helps you increase the number of positive reviews compared to total number of orders
(even having your managers order their meals through takeout on the platform for a couple of
weeks will help. There is a cost to you for doing this because of the commission but it helps
change your score fairly quickly).
Reviewing your Skip Portal twice per week is a great way to stay in touch with your results,
celebrate wins and work on “opportunities”. Give your team a goal each week for your score and
communicate the results regularly.
In the event that a rejected order is a result of the Skip app crashing, make a note of it in your daily
manager log and follow up directly with your Skip the Dishes customer service representative (a
phone call is much better than an email).
You can download your feedback from the Skip Portal and drill down to the actual order and items
ordered, treat a negative feedback like a guest complaint. Reach out to the guest and offer in store
compensation, but also review the cause of the negative feedback in your operation so you can
help prevent it from repeating itself.
Strategically participating in free delivery, $10 lunch, top placement, and other initiatives offered
by the delivery providers has a broad reach in terms of marketing and will improve your
immediate and future customer base with these services.
Converting guests from delivery users to pick-up/take-out is possible if you use one of the
incentive codes with your x-Dine system. Smitty’s 10%, Smitty’s 15% and Smitty’s 20% are all
available on the portal to print. Just make sure your x-Dine and Squirrel systems are programmed
with the discount code, so it flows through seamlessly for you.

Safely Handling Delivery and Take-Out During a Dining Room Closure
During a dining room closure you have the ability to better control where and how delivery drivers and
guests pick up food items from your Restaurant.
Some best practices include:







Create a large enough waiting area at your front entrance that as many as 3-4 drivers/pick-up
guests can wait while safely social distancing.
Make sure you have a well-stocked hand sanitizer station immediately inside the entrance and
appropriate signage regarding hand sanitizing upon entry.
Mark safe social distancing marks inside your entrance as well as on the sidewalk immediately
outside the door in the event you get a rush of people at the door to pick up.
Create a buffer within your now defined entrance with tables that are clearly mark with delivery
providers and guest pick up i.e.) Skip the Dishes pick up here, DoorDash pick up here, Guest pick
up here. Make sure these are 6 feet apart or have a partition between them and mark an x on the
floor 3 feet back from the table (having multiple pick up tables allows you to service more than
one provider at a time if you are in that situation)
When a person arrives to pick up an order, ask for the particulars i.e.) Skip order number, Guest
pick up name. Ask them to wait at the mark you have placed in front of the table, excuse yourself







to the kitchen to grab the order/orders and return placing them on the appropriate table, step back
and let them pick up the order while keeping socially distanced from you.
Make sure you have the appropriate by-law sign from your municipality regarding the requirement
to wear a mask and have a small stock of masks available at your entrance for anyone who does
not have a mask.
In most cases the orders will be prepaid online, however, you should have a payment terminal
available at the front entrance as well as a supply of gloves and portion bags for your staff to
handle the payment terminal. Place a portion bag over the terminal before handing it to a guest
with gloved hands. Once the guest hands it back and you complete the transaction, remove the
portion bag and discard with your gloves and sanitize your hands.
You can offer curbside pick-up for guests that are not comfortable entering the establishment, but
this will require you posting instructions and a phone number to your store on the front door and
online. You may require additional staffing to execute during busy times (this would only be
recommended in situations where a large enough entrance is not available and/or your delivery
volume is such that you continually have 3-4 people arriving to pick-up orders regularly).

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me directly at
jkaytor@smittys.ca or 403-930-8741.
Yours truly,
SMITTY’S CANADA INC.

Jason Kaytor
Jason Kaytor
Vice President of Operations

